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'DhViDS. FLZ>SCHhZP
ATTORNEY AT LAW
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Sv<rz 500
1025 15rH SrRzaz. N.W.

1VhsH! t4cro.'4. D.C. 20005

(202) 8$3WI0
638-6070

April 12, 1978

~ f

D'ow Davis, Esq;
Office of Executive Legal Director
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Pacif ic" Gas ' Electric Company (Diablo Canyon Nuclear
Power Plan, Units 1 and 2); Docket Nos 50-275 O.L.
and 50-323 .O.L.

Dear 'ow:
Enclosed is a copy of the draf t letter ta the

Licensing Board setting forth the agreement among the
parties regarding the scheduling of the seismic evi-
dentiary hearings and the wording o'f the contentions
to be litigated in that proceeding. The draf t is
acceptable to the Xntervenors. l have corrected some
minor typogxaphicaj, erxors.

Yours very truly,

d~. Rbwoi~l~
David S. Fleischaker

cc: (with enclosure)
All parties of record.
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DRAFT
LDavis:ns
3/29t78
./ie'7Z

Letter to Diablo Canyon Licensing Board

Dear Hembe. s of the Board:

I. Based on a meeting held in San Francisco on February 1, 1978,
s

another m ting held in Washington, D. C. on February 24, 1978, and
s 4

in various telephone ca77s and correspondence, coupse1'for the partfe'ss

have agreed in principle to the following hearing schedule'iming,

which will be keyed to issuance of the transcript from the Diablo Canyon

Full ACRS Committee meeting:

I m

interrogatories are to be propounded and all h'earing

f A A.CRS Full Comssttee eetsng transcnpt sssues.

B. Seventeen days after issuance of the ACRS transcript, final

witnesses identified.

C. Twenty-one days from final interrogatories, all answers

to final interrogatories due.

D. Twenty-eight days from answers 'to final interrogatories,

prepared testimony should be in the hands of the parties.

E. At least fifteen days from receipt of testimony in hand,

seismic hearing begin, commencing on a Tuesday morning,
v'fpracticable. l..J

The following contentions were agreed by the parties to be in issue:

A. The seismic design for the Category 1 structures, systems

and components of the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant (Unit 7)
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fails to provide the margin of safety required by 10 C.F.R.

Part $50 and 10 C.F.B. Part 100 in 'that:

1. The Applicant has failed to conduct investigations'f the Hosgri fault system to determine adequately
(i) the length of the fault; (ii) the relation-
ship of the fault to regional tectonic structures;
and (iii) the nature, amount, and geologic history
of displacements along the fault, including
particularly the estimated amount of the maximum
Quaternary displacement related to any one
earthquake along'h'e fauLt .

2. A 7.5 Magnitude earthquake is not an appropriate
'aluefor the safe shutdown earthquake.

3. A .75g acceleration assigned to the safe shutdown
earthquake is not an appropriate value for the maximum
vibratory acceleration that could occur at the site;

4. The maximum vibratory acceleration of .2g for the
~ operating basis earthquake is not one-half of the

~ maximum vibratory acceleration of the safe'shutdown
'earthquake;

5. The Applicant has failed to. demonstrate- . through the
use of either appropriate dynamic analyses or
qualification test (or equivalent static load method
where appropriate), that Category I structures, systems,
and components will perform as required during the
seismic load'f the safe shutdown earthquake, including
aftershocks and applicable concurrent functional and
accident-induced loads, and that C'ategory 1 structures,
systems and components WiA be. ~vt40
to assure:

(A) the integrity of the reactor coolant
pressure boundary,

(U) the capability to shut down the reactor
and maintain it in a safe condition, or

(C) the capability to prevent or mitigate the
consequences of accidents which could
result in excessive offsite exposure;
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6. The Applicant has failed to demonstrate, through
* the use of either appropriate dynamic analyses or

qualification test (or equivalent'static load methods
where appropriate), that all structures, systems
and'omponents of the nuclear power plant necessary
for continued operation without undue risk to the
health and safety of the public will remain functional
and within applicable stress and deformation limits
when subjected to the effects of the vibratory motion
of the operating basis earthquake in. combination
with normal operating loads.

. 7. The Applicant has failed to demonstrate adequately
that necessary safety functions are maintained during
the safe shutdown earthquake where, in safety-
related structures, systems and components, the
design for strain limits is in excess of the yield strain.

III. The following contentions were rejected by the Applicant and Staff

as lacking the specificity required by the Licensing Board's Order of

May 25, 1977:

8. The Applicant has failed to establish a program that
complies with Part 50 (APP B) and provides str'ict,

. control over the activities affecting the quality
of Category 1, structure, systems, and components to
assure that they perform as required during the Safe
Shutdown Earthquake and Operating Basis Earthquakes.

9. Backfitting.

[No wording yet submitted by Intervenors]
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IV. Intervenors listed the following persons as possible witnesses:

A. Dick Hubbard -(tlHB Assoc.)

B. Greg tlinor (t<HB Assoc.)

C. Dale Bridenbaugh (l1HB Assoc. )

D. Jim Brune (University of California, San Diego).

E. Clarence Hall (UCLA Geology Dept.)

F. Robert Curry (University of Montana).

V. A. The parties stipulated that the ACRS letter, SER and supplements,

and FSAR and supplements would be admitted into evidence and

''accorded whatever weight the trier of fact felt they were

entitled to.

B. The order of presentation'f witnesses will be ironed out by

the parties at a later date.
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